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Outline
I. The 21-cm Universe

What is the 21-cm signal and how does it 
probe astrophysics and cosmology?

III. Broader context

How is FARSIDE+ complementary to 
other upcoming facilities, like JWST?

II. Expectations

How solid are theoretical predictions, 
and what do we learn if they are wrong?

The Renaissance Simulations  
(see, e.g., O’Shea+ 2015)
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Big Picture

THINGS (see, e.g., Walter+ 2008)M101

Hubble VLA

Most famous 21-cm application historically: mapping galaxy rotation curves via HI emission.
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Where’s “the rest” of the H?
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Where’s “the rest” of the H?

These regions aren’t 
empty, they are ionized.

This “intergalactic 
medium” (IGM) hasn’t 
always been ionized!
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⇠ 100 Myr ⇠ 1 Gyr
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Madau et al. (1997), Shaver et al. (1999)
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TodayCMB

Loeb 2006, Scientific American

⇠ 100 Myr ⇠ 1 Gyr

Big Picture

Madau et al. (1997), Shaver et al. (1999)

bright galaxies

ionized bubbles

21-cm signal is a cosmic 
“negative”  as it traces space 
outside bubbles.  

Overall amplitude encodes volume 
of space filled by bubbles, but also  
temperature of the IGM.  

As a result, traces stars (UV 
ionizes gas), compact objects (X-
rays heat gas), exotic physics can 
affect ionization and temperature. 
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The global 21-cm signal  
targets the volume-averaged 

brightness temperature

Observed wavelength indicates cosmic epoch

Mesinger, Furlanetto, & Cen 2011
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Efficiency of 13.6-24.6 eV photon production

Proxy for typical mass of early galaxies
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Importance of low frequencies

exotic cooling

EDGES signal (Bowman+ 2018; see talk at 12:20 MST)

standard models (J.M. & Furlanetto 2017,2019)

The cosmic “dark ages” free of 
astrophysics: clean probe of cosmology and 
dark matter physics. 

Constraints at earliest epoch break 
degeneracies between astrophysics and 
cosmology during the “cosmic dawn.”

dark ages cosmic dawn
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• 21-cm background rich source of information on first galaxies, cosmology, and dark matter. 

• Low frequencies — best accessed from Moon — vital for breaking degeneracies.

• EDGES non-standard in more ways than one. Hint of the very first stars and black holes?

•

Summary

The Renaissance Simulations  
(see, e.g., O’Shea+ 2015)
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Wouthuysen*-Field Effect
S.R. Furlanetto et al. / Physics Reports 433 (2006) 181 – 301 199

Fig. 3. Level diagram illustrating the Wouthuysen–Field effect. We show the hyperfine splittings of the 1S and 2P levels. The solid lines label
transitions that mix the ground state hyperfine levels, while the dashed lines label complementary transitions that do not participate in mixing.
From [130].

excited to the triplet state (requiring significantly more energy than the cold neutral IGM can provide; see [111] for
a detailed discussion). Ionized helium avoids this problem and may be significant in partially ionized gas (though the
accompanying free electrons will still dominate because of their larger velocities). To our knowledge, these rates have
not yet been calculated.

Finally, we have collisions with trace elements. Spin exchange cross sections in H–D collisions have been evaluated by
[120] (see Section 2.6).Although they are much larger than the corresponding H–H cross sections at small temperatures,
their rarity means that they still have no significant effect on TS .

2.3. The Wouthuysen–Field effect

A less obvious coupling process has become known as the Wouthuysen–Field mechanism9 [66,67]. It is illustrated
in Fig. 3, where we have drawn the hyperfine sublevels of the 1S and 2P states of HI. Suppose a hydrogen atom in the
hyperfine singlet state absorbs a Ly! photon. The electric dipole selection rules allow !F =0, 1 except that F =0 → 0
is prohibited (here F is the total angular momentum of the atom). Thus the atom will jump to either of the central
2P states. However, these rules allow this state to decay to the 1S1/2 triplet level.10 Thus atoms can change hyperfine
states through the absorption and spontaneous re-emission of a Ly! photon (or indeed any Lyman-series photon; see
Section 2.4 below). This is analogous to the well-known “Raman scattering” process, which often determines the level
populations of metastable atomic states, except that in this case the atom undergoes a real (rather than virtual) transition
to the 2P state.

2.3.1. An approximate treatment
We begin with a relatively simple and intuitive treatment of this process. Reality is considerably more complicated;

we discuss more precise calculations in Section 2.3.3 below. The Wouthuysen–Field coupling must depend on the total
rate (per atom) at which Ly! photons are scattered within the gas,

P! = 4"#!

∫
d$ J$($)%!($), (37)

9 As a guide to the English-speaking reader, “Wouthuysen” is pronounced as roughly “Vowt-how-sen,” although in reality the “uy” construction
is a diphthong with no precise counterpart in English.

10 Here we use the notation F LJ , where L and J are the orbital and total angular momentum of the electron.

Wouthuysen (1952)

Field (1958)

*vowt-how-sen

from Pritchard & Furlanetto (2006)
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Repeated scatterings 
(~106 per photon) 
drive TS to TK.

*vowt-how-sen

from Pritchard & Furlanetto (2006)
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is prohibited (here F is the total angular momentum of the atom). Thus the atom will jump to either of the central
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Wouthuysen (1952)

Field (1958)

Repeated scatterings 
(~106 per photon) 
drive TS to TK.

First stars generate 
UV background, 
which reveals IGM 
temperature!

*vowt-how-sen

from Pritchard & Furlanetto (2006)
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